MEETING OBJECTIVES

- Highlight what is Link Spokane, and what have we done to date
- Overview of the Integrated Strategy and Transportation Chapter connection
- Present overview of existing Transportation Chapter Vision and Values
- Discuss what is still relevant, how much has been implemented and the importance and relevance to look ahead (based on existing Chapter). (We want this document to be a useful tool to help Spokane move forward.)
- Discuss and measure support for updated draft Transportation Vision
- Process drives the product – what are your ideas?

AGENDA

Welcome/Introductions (Louis Meuler) – 15 minutes
Overview of Link Spokane / What have we done? (Louis Meuler) – 5 minutes
What is Integrated Strategy? What is the relationship to the Transportation Chapter (Katherine Miller) – 10 minutes
Role of Policy Advisory Group (Mike Tresidder) – 5 minutes
Current Vision & Values / Values discussion (Mike Tresidder) – 25 minutes
What is a Vision Statement? (Mike Tresidder) – 5 minutes
Vision Discussion (Mike Tresidder) – 20 minutes
Closing comments & next steps (Mike/Louis/Katherine) – 5 minutes